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Vortex Lattice Structures of Sr2RuO4
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The vortex lattice structures of Sr2RuO4 for the odd-parity representations of the superconducti
state are examined. Particular emphasis is placed upon the two dimensional representation w
believed to be relevant to this material. It is shown that when the zero-field state breaks time re
symmetry, there must existtwo superconducting transitions when there is a finite field along a h
symmetry direction in the basal plane. Also it is shown that asquarevortex lattice is expected when
the field is along thec axis. The orientation of the square lattice with respect to the underly
ionic lattice yields information as to which Ru4d orbitals are relevant to the superconducting sta
[S0031-9007(98)06315-7]
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The oxide superconductor Sr2RuO4 is structurally simi-
lar to the highTc materials but differs markedly from the
latter in its electronic structure [1]. In particular, the nor
mal state near the superconducting transition of Sr2RuO4
is well described by a quasi-2D Landau Fermi liquid [2
There now exists considerable evidence that the superc
ducting state of Sr2RuO4 [1] is not a conventionals-wave
state. Nuclear quadrupole resonance measurements s
no indication of a Hebel-Slichter peak in1yT1T [3], Tc

is strongly suppressed by nonmagnetic impurities [4], a
tunneling experiments are inconsistent withs-wave pair-
ing [5]. While these measurements demonstrate that
superconducting state is non-s-wave, they do not deter-
mine what pairing symmetry actually occurs in this ma
terial. The determination of the pairing symmetry in
unconventional superconductors is a notoriously difficu
problem and theoretical insight provides a useful guid
The observations that the Fermi liquid corrections du
to electron correlations are similar in magnitude to thos
found in superfluid3He and that closely related ruthen
ates are itinerant ferromagnets have led to the propo
that the superconducting state in Sr2RuO4 is of odd parity
[6]. Even with this insight there still remain five odd-parity
states that have different symmetry—all of which have
nodeless gap and therefore similar thermodynamic pro
erties [6]. Recently, muon spin rotation (mSR) measure-
ments indicate that a spontaneous internal magnetizat
begins to develop atTc [7]. The most natural interpreta-
tion of this moment is that the superconducting statebreaks
time reversal symmetry (T ). This places a strong con-
straint on the pairing symmetry in Sr2RuO4 since it implies
that the superconducting order parameter must have m
than one component [8]. Of the possible representatio
(REPS) of theD4h point group only the two dimensional
(2D) G5u andG5g REPS exhibit this property. Of these two
theG5u REP is the most likely to occur in Sr2RuO4 due to
arguments of Ref. [6] and the quasi-2D nature of the ele
tronic properties. The order parameter in this case has t
componentssh1, h2d that share the same rotation-inversio
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symmetry properties asskx , kyd [8]. The brokenT state
would then correspond tosh1, h2d ~ s1, id. The z com-
ponent of the local magnetic fieldhz couples linearly to
this state via the symmetry allowed couplingihzshp

1h2 2

h
p
2h1d. Magnetic properties of such a broken time revers

state are discussed in Ref. [8]. The identification of thi
state as the superconducting ground state would prove
significant advance since the only other non-s-wave state
for which the symmetry has been unambiguously ident
fied is thedx22y2 state in high-Tc cuprates (even after more
than a decade of research into this problem for the hea
fermion compounds UPt3 and UBe13). Below some ob-
servable consequences of ash1, h2d ~ s1, id state are re-
vealed which, if seen, would identify this as the relevan
pairing state for Sr2RuO4.

I investigate within Ginzburg Landau (GL) theory the
vortex lattice structures expected for the odd-parity REP
of the superconducting state, focusing mainly on theG5u

REP. It is initially shown that a general consequence o
the brokenT state described above is that in a finite
magnetic field oriented along a high symmetry direction i
the basal plane there will exist asecondsuperconducting
transition in the mixed phase as temperature is reduce
The high field state is a vortex lattice for a single
component order parameter with line nodes. These nod
vanish when the second transition occurs. It is then show
that asquarevortex lattice is expected to appear for al
the odd-parity REPS when the field is along thec axis.
Observable differences are shown to exist between t
1D and the 2D REPS for this field orientation. Finally
within the recently proposed model of orbital dependen
superconductivity of Sr2RuO4 [9] it is also shown that
the orientation of square vortex lattice with respect t
the underlying crystal lattice dictates which of the Ru4d
orbitals give rise to the superconducting state.

To demonstrate the presence of the two supercondu
ing transitions described above consider the magnetic fie
along thex̂ direction (x is chosen to be along the basa
plane main crystal axis) and a homogeneous zero-fie
© 1998 The American Physical Society
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statesh1, h2d ~ s1, id. In general the presence of a mag
netic field along thex̂ direction breaks the degeneracy
of the sh1, h2d components, so that only one of thes
two components will order at the upper critical field [e.g
sh1, h2d ~ s0, 1d]. As has been shown for type II super
conductors with a single component the order parame
solution is independent ofx [10] so that sx (a reflec-
tion about thex̂ direction) is a symmetry operation of
the sh1, h2d ~ s0, 1d vortex phase. Now consider the
zero-field phasesh1, h2d ~ s1, id, sx transformss1, id to
-

e
.,
-
ter

s21, id fi eifs1, id, wheref is a phase factor. This im-
plies thatsx is not a symmetry operator of the zero-fiel
phase. It follows that there must exist a second tran
tion in the finite field phase at whichh1 becomes nonzero
Similar arguments hold for the field along any of the oth
three crystallographic directions in the basal plane. T
existence of two transitions for all four crystallograph
axes in the basal plane is a consequence of the zero-
brokenT state.

For a more detailed analysis consider the followin
dimensionless GL free energy density for theG5u REP
f  2 jhj2 1 jhj4y2 1 b2sh1hp
2 2 h2hp

1 d2y2 1 b3jh1j
2jh2j

2 1 jDxh1j
2 1 jDyh2j

2

1 k2sjDyh1j
2 1 jDxh2j

2d 1 k5sjDzh1j
2 1 jDzh2j

2d

1 k3fsDxh1d sDyh2dp 1 H.c.g 1 k4fsDyh1d sDxh2dp 1 H.c.g 1 h2, (1)
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where h  = 3 A, Dn  =nyk 2 iAn, f is
in units B2

cy4p, lengths are in units l 
fh̄2c2b1ys16e2k1apdg1y2, h is in units

p
2 Bc 

F0ys4pljd, a  a0sT 2 Tcd, j  sk1yad1y2, and
k  lyj. Note thatl, j, Bc, andk are simply conve-
nient choices and do not correspond to measured valu
of these parameters. The couplingihzshp

1h2 2 h
p
2h1d

mentioned in the introduction is equivalent up to
surface term to the difference of thek3 and k4 terms
in Eq. (1). For the application of Eq. (1) to Sr2RuO4 it
is reasonable to determine the phenomenological coe
cients in the weak-coupling limit sinceTcyTF ø 1024.
Furthermore, the measurements of Mackenzieet al. of
Tc as a function of impurity concentration show tha
the ratio of the mean free path to the zero-temperatu
coherence length is.8 for Tc . 1.3 K [4], indicat-
ing that the clean limit should also be a reasonab
approximation for Sr2RuO4. Taking for the G5u REP
the gap function described by the pseudo-spin-pairin
gap matrix: D̂  ifh1yxy

p
ky2

x l 1 h2yyy
p

ky2
xlgszsy,

where the bracketsk l denote an average over the Ferm
surface andsi are the Pauli matrices, it is found tha
b2  k2  k3  k4  g and b3  3g 2 1, where
g  ky2

xy2
ylyky4

xl. Note that 0 # g # 1 and that
g  1y3, respectively, for a cylindrical or spherical
Fermi surface. These parameters agree with the cylind
cal Fermi surface results of Ref. [11]. It is easy to verif
that in zero fieldsh1, h2d ~ s1, id is the stable ground
state for all allowedg.

It is informative to determine the values ofg that are
relevant to Sr2RuO4. Local density approximation band
structure calculations [12,13] reveal that the density
states near the Fermi surface are due mainly to the fo
Ru 4d electrons in thet2g orbitals. There is a strong
hybridization of these orbitals with the O2p orbitals
giving rise to antibondingpp bands. The resulting bands
have three quasi-2D Fermi surface sheets labeleda,
b, and g̃ (see Ref. [2]). Thea and b sheets consist
of hxz, yzj Wannier functions and thẽg sheet of xy
Wannier functions. In generalg is not given by a simple
es
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average over all the sheets of the Fermi surface.
knowledge of the pair scattering amplitude on each sh
and between the sheets is required to determineg [9,14].
Recently, to account for the large residual density
states (DOS) observed in the superconducting state, it
been proposed that either thexy or the hxz, yzj Wannier
functions exhibit superconducting order [9]. This mod
implies that there are two possible values ofg, one
for the g̃ sheet (gxy) and one for an average over th
ha, bj sheets (gxz,yz). A tight binding model indicates
gxy  0.67 and gxz,yz  0.11 [15]. These values are
sensitive to changes in the parameters of the tight bind
model; however, the qualitative result thatgxy . 1y3 and
gxz,yz , 1y3 is robust. Physicallygxy . 1y3 because of
the proximity of theg̃ Fermi surface sheet to a Van Hov
singularity andgxz,yz , 1y3 due to the quasi-1D nature
of the ha, bj surfaces [12,13].

Following Burlachkov [16] for the solution of upper
critical field Hab

c2
for the field in the basal plane, the

vector potential is taken to beA  Hzssinu, 2 cosu, 0d
(u is the angle the applied magnetic field make
with the x̂ direction). After setting the compo-
nent of D along the field to be zero it is found
that Hab

c2
sud  kyfk5lsudy2g1y2, where lsud 

1 1 g 2 fs1 2 gd2 2 s1 1 gd s1 2 3gd sin2 2ug1y2.
A measurement of the temperature independent fourf
anisotropy in Hab

c2
thus determinesg. To determine

the field at which the second transition discussed abo
occurs consider the magnetic field along thex̂ direction.
The free energy of Eq. (1) is then similar to that studie
in UPt3 [10,17,18] and since Sr2RuO4 is a strong type II
superconductor with a GL parameter of 31 for the field
the basal plane [20] the procedure of Garg and Chen [
to study the second transition can be applied here.
Hab

c2
h1 orders and the vortex lattice solution is given b

[10,17,18]

h1 
X
n

cneinqze2sk5ygd1y2kHf y2qnyskHdg2y2,

(2)
5185
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where cn  ein2py2 and q has the two possible values
q2

1 
p

3 Hkpsgyk5d1y2 or q2
2  Hkpsgyk5d1y2y

p
3

(these two solutions are degenerate). At the seco
transition theh2 component becomes nonzero. As i
discussed in Refs. [17,18] the solution forh2 corresponds
to a lattice that is displaced relative to that ofh1 by
d  s ȳ, z̄d. Accordingly, the field at which the second
transition occurs is found by substituting

h2  ir
X
n

cneisnq1kHȳd sz2z̄de2
p

k5 kHf y2ȳ2qnyskHd2gy2

(3)

and Eq. (2) into the free energy, minimizing with respec
to the displacement vectord, and determining when the
coefficient ofr2 becomes zero. The numerical solutio
for the ratio of the second transition fieldH2 to the upper
critical field Hc2 and the specific heat jump of the secon
transitionDC2 to that of the first transitionDC1 is shown
in Fig. 1. Three vortex lattice configurations are foun
to be stable as a function ofg (depicted in Fig. 1). For
0 , g , 0.187 q  q2 and d  sTy , Tzdy4 (Ty and Tz

are the translation vectors of the centered rectangu
cell for the h1 lattice), for 0.187 , g , 0.433 q  q1

andd  sTy , Tzdy4, and for0.433 , g , 1 q  q2 and
d  0. For the field alongx̂ 6 ŷ the ratio H2yHc2 is
given by Fig. 1 withg replaced bys1 2 gdys1 1 3gd.
The arguments in Ref. [19] imply that the shape of th
vortex lattice unit cell forH , H2 will be strongly field
dependent.

The second phase transition will reveal itself throug
a discontinuity in both the specific heat and the dc ma
netic susceptibility. It is of interest to note that evidenc
for this transition may already exist in the ac magnet
susceptibility measurements of Yoshidaet al. [20]. They
observed a second peak in the imaginary part of the ma
netic susceptibility only when the flux lines were paralle
to the basal plane. Another intriguing feature of the abo
described phase diagram is that the high-field phase c
responds to a vortex lattice for a gap withline nodes. In
5186
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FIG. 1. The ratio of the two transition lines and the two
specific heat jumps for the field alonĝx as a function of
g. The open (closed) circles correspond to the zeros of t
h2 (h1) lattice. The vertical lines separate regions where th
depicted vortex lattice structures are favored. For all thre
lattice structures they and z axes have the same orientation
and the dimensions of the rectangular cell are the same.

particular for the field along thêx direction the gap matrix
is given byD̂  ifh1srdyxskdy

p
ky2

x lgszsy which is zero
for kx  0 (note that symmetry allows a further contribu
tion to the gap proportional toiyzsxsy which will reduce
the line nodes to point nodes; however, it is expected th
this contribution is small). IfH2yHc2 ø 1 then the ar-
guments of Volovik [21] imply that forH2 , H ø Hc2

the DOS varies as
p

HyHc2 (provided the residual DOS
observed in the zero-field superconducting state is su
tracted). In the low-field phase the line nodes vanish an
as a consequence transport measurements should als
sensitive to the second transition.

Now consider the magnetic field oriented along thec
axis. SettingDz  0 writing P1  ksiDx 1 Dydy2H,
P2  ksiDx 2 Dydy2H, h1  shx 1 ihydy

p
2, and

h2  shx 2 ihydy
p

2, minimizing the quadratic portion
of Eq. (1) with respect toh1 andh2 yields
2k

√
h1

h2

!
 H

√
s1 1 gd s1 1 2Nd s1 1 gdP2

1 1 s1 2 3gdP2
2

s1 1 gdP2
2 1 s1 2 3gdP2

1 s1 1 gd s1 1 2Nd

! √
h1

h2

!
, (4)
a
au

y

n
s

s

where N  P1P2. The maximum value ofH that
allows a nonzero solution forsh1, h2d yields the upper
critical field Hc

c2
. For g fi 1y3 Hc

c2
must be found

numerically (note that forg  1y3 the solution can
be found analytically [8, 22]). Expandingsh1, h2d
in terms of the eigenstates ofN (Landau levels) and
diagonalizing the resulting matrix yieldsHc

c2
sgd. The

form of the eigenstate atHc
c2

is found to beh1srd P
n$0 a4n12f4n12srd and h2srd 

P
n$0 a4nf4nsrd,

where fnsrd 
P

m cmeiqmỹ22ny2Hnfx̃ 2 qmyskHdg 3

e2kHfx̃2qmyskHdg2y2ysn!d1y2, the coefficientsan are real,
sx̃, ỹd is the vectorsx, yd rotated by an anglẽu about the
z axis, andHnsxd represent Hermite polynomials. The
solution for the form of the vortex lattice represents
complex problem due to the presence of many Land
levels in the solution ofsh1, h2d and the weak type II
nature of Sr2RuO4 for the field along thec axis (Ref. [20]
indicatesk ø 1.2). Here I present results that are strictl
valid in the largek limit and leave the treatment for
generalk to a later publication [a perturbative expansio
in s1 2 3gdys1 1 gd indicates that the qualitative result
are unchanged fork  1.2 [15] ]. In the largek limit
the form of the vortex lattice is found by minimizing
b  f4ysjhj2d2 [ f4 is the quartic part of Eq. (1)] with
respect to the coefficientscn, q, and ũ. It is assumed
thatcn  cn12. This restricts the vortex lattice structure
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to be centered rectangular with a short axisLy  2pyq
and a long axisLx  2qyskHd. The ratiot  LxyLy isp

3 for a hexagonal vortex lattice and is 1 for a squar
vortex lattice. I further restrict the analysis to the two
orientations ũ  h0, py4j since these correspond to
aligning one of the vortex lattice axes with one of th
high symmetry directions in the basal plane. Remarkab
the treatment of the many Landau levels in the solution
h1 and h2 becomes numerically straightforward when
b is expressed as a sum over the reciprocal lattice giv
by l  x̂l12pyLx 1 ŷl22pyLy [15] (see also Ref. [23]).
It is found thatb is minimized forcn  ein2py2 and that
the values oft and ũ depend upong. For g # 1y3
(g $ 1y3) ũ  0 (ũ  py4) and t varies continuously
from

p
3 to 1 as g decreases (increases) from1y3 to

1y3 2 0.0050 (1y3 1 0.0050). For g , 1y3 2 0.0050
and g . 1y3 1 0.0050 the minimum b corresponds
to t  1. This implies that forgxz,yz a square vortex
lattice rotatedpy4 about thec axis from the crystal
lattice is expected and forgxy a square vortex lattice
that is aligned with the underlying crystal lattice is
expected nearHc

c2
. Note the appearance of the squar

vortex lattice correlates with an anisotropy inHab
c2

of
j1 2 Hab

c2
su  0dyHab

c2
su  py4dj . 0.01.

The recent observation of a square vortex lattice
Sr2RuO4 [24] makes it of interest to compare the abov
behavior to that expected for the 1D REPS ofD4h. It
is known that for single component order paramete
nonlocal corrections to the standard GL theory stabilize
square vortex lattice [25–27]. In particular the following
nonlocal term will stabilize the square lattice

efjsD2
x 2 D2

y dcj2 2 jsDxDy 1 DyDxdcj2g . (5)

Treating this term as a perturbation to the GL free energ
leads toc  f0 2 ẽf4, whereẽ 

p
6 eHyk (k is the

GL parameter) nearHc
c2

. As ẽ increases (notẽe  0 at
Tc) the vortex lattice continuously distorts from hexagona
to square [25–27] until the square vortex lattice is stab
for jẽj . 0.024. The sign ofe determines the orientation
of the vortex lattice; fore . 0 the vortex lattice is aligned
with the underlying lattice while fore , 0 the lattice is
rotatedpy4 with respect to the underlying crystal lattice
[25,27]. The sign ofe has been determined within a weak
coupling clean limit approximation for the 1D odd-parity
REPS. For theA1u REP usingD̂  csx̂yxy

p
ky2

x l 1

ŷyyy
p

ky2
x ld ? s isy the sign ofe is determined by the

sign of 3ksy2
x 1 y2

ydy2
xy2

y lyksy2
x 1 y2

ydy4
x l 2 1. Using a

form for D̂ that is analogous to that used for theA1u REP,
the same result is found for all the 1D odd-parity REPS
This implies that the final orientation of the square vorte
lattice for the 1D REPS is the same as that found fo
the 2D REP for superconducting order in thexy or the
hxz, yzj orbitals. The behavior of the vortex lattice for
the 1D REPS as a function ofẽ is very similar to that for
the 2D REP as a function ofg. An observable difference
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between the 2D and the 1D REPS is that for the 2D RE
the vortex lattice remains square up toTc while for the 1D
REPS the vortex lattice is hexagonal atTc. Also, the GL
theories for the 1D and the 2D REPS predict a fourfol
anisotropy inHab

c2
but this anisotropy vanishes atTc for

the 1D REPS and does not vanish atTc for the 2D REP.
In conclusion I have examined GL models for the odd

parity REPS of the superconducting state for Sr2RuO4.
It was found that if the zero-field ground state break
T symmetry (the 2D REP) then there should exist
second transition in the mixed state when the magne
field is applied along a high symmetry direction in the
basal plane. It was also shown that when the field is alon
the c axis there will be a square vortex lattice for all the
possible odd-parity superconducting states.
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